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ABSTRACT
As the Internet matures, policy questions loom larger in its
operation. When should an ISP, city, or government invest
in infrastructure? How do their policies affect use? In this
work, we develop a new approach to evaluate how policies,
economic conditions and technology correlates with Inter-
net use around the world. First, we develop an adaptive and
accurate approach to estimate block availability, the fraction
of active IP addresses in each /24 block over short timescales
(every 11 minutes). Our estimator provides a new lens to in-
terpret data taken from existing long-term outage measure-
ments, this requiring no no additional traffic. (If new col-
lection was required, it would be lightweight, since on aver-
age, outage detection requires less than 20 probes per hour
per /24 block; less than 1% of background radiation.) Sec-
ond, we show that spectral analysis of this measure can iden-
tify diurnal usage: blocks where addresses are regularly
used during part of the day and idle in other times. Finally,
we analyze data for the entire responsive Internet (3.7M /24
blocks) over 35 days. These global observations show when
and where the Internet sleeps—networks are mostly always-
on in the US and Western Europe, and diurnal in much of
Asia, South America, and Eastern Europe. ANOVA test-
ing shows that diurnal networks correlate negatively with
country GDP and electrical consumption, quantifying that
national policies and economics relate to networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is a large and complex combination of

technology, policy, and human behavior. Separating
these effects is difficult, yet businesses, governments,
and individuals must make decisions every day, even
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with incomplete and contradictory information.
One metric of Internet maturity is network availabil-

ity and the shift from on-demand on always-on net-
work availability. Increasing use of broadband networks
brings always-on networks. In fact, always-on is part of
the U.S. Federal Communication Commission’s defini-
tion of broadband [8]. Always-on networks have prac-
tical differences on how networks are used—the ease of
not having to turn on a computer and connect is one
enabler of the shift of home telephony and entertain-
ment to IP. A similar shift is seen in the deployment
of high-speed mobile phones, where always-on 3G and
4G networks are fast enough to take on data-intensive
tasks like social media and streaming video. For many,
an always-on phones is their primary interface to social
media

Government policy makers and ISPs evaluate how
the choices they make affect network usage. Until re-
cently, tools to study the results of policy choices have
been limited, with telephone-based surveys reaching a
few thousand of randomly chosen people (for exam-
ple, [36]), and in-home routers such as SamKnows [32]
and BISmark [31] providing visibility to a few hun-
dred, statically-chosen volunteers. While important,
these studies consider a very sparse sample of individ-
uals. A broader perspective would better quantify how
policies and technologies affect Internet usage, and it is
necessary to compare global differences and understand
natural experiments that arise when different countries
adopt different policies. For example, we know that
some countries use network blocks on a diurnal basis
because of economic constraints (saving power bills),
or because of different access technologies. To move
beyond these anecdotal we would like to systematically
explore what factors contribute different network usage.

To reach this goal, the first contribution of our work
is to develop a new method to estimate block availabil-
ity, the fraction of addresses in each /24 block that are
in use and will reply to an ICMP probe. We provide a
new analytic tool to interpret existing long-term mea-
surement studies of network outages [29]. We take this
approach to both to leverage existing data, and because
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these outage measurement are already shown to impose
minimal cost (in probing traffic) on the subject net-
works. On average, outage detection requires less than
20 probes per hour, per /24, a value that is less than
1% of the amount of Internet background radiation ob-
served in 2010. Even if our analysis required new data
collection, its impact would be minimal.

Second, we show how this measurement can be inter-
preted to detect diurnal blocks. We use spectral anal-
ysis to identify blocks whose usage shows large daily
changes. We also show that analysis of the phase of
these changes relates to the longitude of blocks. We de-
velop these two methods (§ 2) and validate them with
controlled experiments (§ 3).

Our final contribution is to use these methods to
study both diurnal behavior of 3.7M responsive blocks
(each a /24 IPv4 prefix that replies to active probes)
over more than one month (§ 4). This analysis provides
the first long-term, wide-scale evaluation these phenom-
ena over the global Internet. Using ANOVA testing, we
correlate these direct observations with economic and
technical factors to examine how policy and national
constraints relate to Internet use, showing correlations
by country and link technologies, as well as by economic
factors (GDP and electricity consumption) (§ 5).

All data from this paper is currently available at no
cost to other researchers.

2. METHODOLOGY
Our analysis begins with low-rate estimation of block-

level availability (§ 2.1), allowing detection of diurnal
blocks (§ 2.2). We then relate these measures to geolo-
cation, organization, and link technologies (§ 2.3).

2.1 Dynamic Tracking of Block Availability
Our first new method estimates block availability [9],

the probability that addresses in the block will respond
to ICMP probes. While prior work defined availability
A over the whole block, here we estimate three variants
ÂE : short- and long-term estimates of the availability
of the ever-active IP addresses (Âs and Âl), and an
operational (Âo) value that is consistently designed to
avoid overestimating A.

2.1.1 Problem Statement
Our goal is to derive an estimate Â from analysis of

probe data already taken as part of outage detection in
Trinocular. Trinocular already minimizes probes, with
each observer sending on average to less than 1% of
background traffic as of 2010. We wish to estimate A
with no additional probes beyond what outage detec-
tion already requires.

We define the ground truth A as the fraction of ad-
dresses that respond when all our probed. While easy
to define, a full measurement ground truth is too ex-

pensive for operation.
There are several challenges that make A estimation

difficult to add to outage detection. First, sampling in
outage detection is biased. The goal of outage detection
is to make the minimum number of probes to reduce
stress on the target, so a few or even one positive re-
sponse is usually sufficient to terminate probing. Probes
are thus biased in favor of positive responses.

Second, outage detection itself depends on Â; we re-
quire an operational Âo estimate that is be too high.
When Âo > A, a few negative probes are a stronger
indication that the block is down and Trinocular will
produce false outages.

Two additional challenges are that observations are
quantized, and that our initial A estimate may be quite
inaccurate. Because we take from 1 to 15 observations
per round, precision of a new A value is at most ±0.07
and could be as coarse as 0.5 or 1. Short-term estimates
therefore show significant jitter. Our initial estimates
for A are based on historical data over several years.
They may be off significantly if block usage has changed.

2.1.2 Approach
Each of our estimates use exponentially weighted mov-

ing average (EWMA) to smooth raw observations.
For each block, in each round of adaptive probing, we

observe p positive responses and t total responses.
We first model short-term EWMA of positive and

negative responses to quickly adapt to real values.

p̂s = αsp+ (1− αs)p̂

t̂s = αst+ (1− αs)t̂
We use a gain of αs = 0.1 to quickly adapt to changes,

and calculate the short-term availability Âs:

Âs = p̂s/t̂s

It is important that we estimate p and t separately.
Because A is their ratio, applying EWMA directly to
observations of A skews the data, for the same reason
that one must use geometric mean to estimate normal-
ized results [16]. (Our experiments in dataset A12w use
a variation on this approach, where short-term avail-
ability Â′s is tracked directly with EWMA, rather than
tracking p̂s and t̂s separately. This method consistently
over-estimates Â. While we accommodate for this vari-
ation in Âo and verify that it does not affect periodicity
in Âs, our current approach provides tighter results.)

An example of Âs to is shown as a cyan line in Fig-
ures 1 through 3. Compared to the true A taken from
complete survey data (the black line), we see that Âs
is quite noisy (see Figure 1). However, this rapidly
changing estimate is useful to understand diurnal block
changes (§ 2.2).

We model long-term estimates of availability (Âl) with
the same process using a gain αl = 0.01.
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Our goal in a conservative Âo is that it should not ex-
ceed the true value. To reflect this goal, we evaluate the
absolute deviation of each sample from the estimate and
then intentionally underestimate the operational value
by a half of this amount. We model a deviation term
dl, and use it to compute a more conservative Âo (note
that we limit Âo to a minimum of 0.1):

d̂l = αl|Âl − p/t|+ (1− αl)d̂

Âo = max(Âl −
1

2
d̂l, 0.1)

2.2 Detecting Diurnal Blocks
Block availability relates to the number of active IPs

in the block. Blocks that change diurnally will show
regular daily changes to A as computers come and go.

To look for periodic changes we estimate A as a time-
series of Âs observations taken each 11 minutes. We
then take the Fast-Fourier Transform of this timeseries
to determine periodicity and phase.

Spectral analysis of timeseries data wants regular in-
put aligned with the sampling interval (in our case 11
minutes). However, because our probing software is not
perfectly aligned with 11 minute rounds, sometimes we
see missing or duplicate observations in a round. Like
previous work [28], we correct this minor drift in analy-
sis, extrapolating single missing estimates, and trusting
most recent observation when duplicates occur.

We use Discrete Fast-Fourier transform to analyze
availability. Given a timeseries A = am, m ∈ [0, n−1] of
n input samples, we compute its k ∈ [0, n−1] frequency-
domain components as:

αk =

n−1∑
m=0

ame
−2πimk/n

The magnitude of αk shows the strength kth fre-
quency component (sub-signal) of am. With our 11-
minute (R = 660 s) sampling period, αk shows the fre-
quency at k/(Rn) Hz. To identify diurnal patterns for
an experiment lasting Nd days we look in the k = Nd
component of αk. In our work we discard the DC com-
ponent (α0) of the frequency.

Detecting diurnal blocks: Diurnal activity in a
block appears as periodicity in αk corresponding to 24
hour intervals (and multiples of this frequency). For a
strictly diurnal block, the highest amplitude frequency
occurs at 1 cycle per day (when k = Nd), and its
strength is at least twice the next strongest frequency.

We also consider relaxed diurnal blocks, where the
highest amplitude frequency is at 1 cycle per day, with-
out comparison to the second strongest frequency.

Block phase: In addition to the the amplitude of
the FFT (the“strength” of a given periodicity), spectral
analysis also provides the phase (when the period occurs

relative to the start of measurements). Phase is shown
in the angle of the complex-valued FFT coefficients.

We examine phase in the 1-cycle-per-day component,
and consider it valid only for strong or relaxed diurnal
blocks. (For non-diurnal blocks, phase of this compo-
nent is effectively random.)

Phases range from [−π, π], with the exact value de-
pending on when a measurement begins. We consider
relative phases and compare them to physical location
(§ 5.2); future work may tie phase to time-of-day.
Data appropriateness: FFT over data too short or

non-stationary can distort analysis of periodic behavior.
Our datasets are sufficiently long (two or more weeks)
to capture many diurnal periods.

We verified our data is roughly stationary for our
measurement periods by doing a linear fit of A over the
observation and confirming slopes are near-zero. We
confirmed with all 29,001 blocks in Survey S51w that
about 80.3% of these blocks are stationary, with a slope
equivalent to less than 1 address changes per day (Ap-
pendix A).

2.3 Other Network Factors: Geolocation, Or-
ganizations, and Link Types

We analyze network behavior in /24 blocks, but to
put these in context, we relate diurnal behavior to other
factors: physical location, logical location (the organi-
zation operating the address), and last-mile link tech-
nology.

2.3.1 Geolocation
Different countries and regions have different policies

and economics for networking. To understand these ef-
fects we use IP geolocation to get city-level physical
locations. While there have been many approaches to
IP geolocation (see for example [12, 26]), we use Max-
Mind’s city-level database [23] as a free and widely used
source. Although this source is not the most accurate
(claimed accuracy is 40 km), it is sufficient to demon-
strate at least country-level correlation.

We map each /24 block to location. Although some-
times blocks span multiple locations, such instances are
fairly rare. Our analysis of existing per-IP data [10]
shows about 93% of /24 blocks have homogeneous loca-
tions, and our MaxMind dataset specifies location with
at most /24 precision.

2.3.2 Organizations
To understand how the policies of different organi-

zations affect how they use IP addresses, we map IP
addresses to Autonomous System (AS) numbers, and
ASes to organizations.

We use Team Cymru’s IP to AS number mapping [33].
We map each /24 to an AS based on its .0 address. Di-
viding ASes across /24s is rare, with only 0.005% of
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blocks in in Team Cymru’s data showing differing .0
and .128 ASes. Their data provides AS numbers and
names for 99.41% of /24 blocks.

We map ASes to organizations using prior work that
uses WHOIS and string-based clustering [4]. For a given
organization or ISP P (for example, Time Warner Ca-
ble), we first use keyword matching (ex. “Time Warner”)
to find relevant clusters, then find all ASes within same
cluster(s). Finally, for all ASes within P , we join with
IP/AS mapping and find all relevant IP blocks for P .

The above method assumes good accuracy of IP/AS
and AS/organization mappings. Future work may con-
sider how accuracy of these mappings affects our cor-
relations, or to compare the behavior of different ASes
within the same organization.

2.3.3 Link Technology
We define the link type as the technology connecting

the final hop to the destination. Identification of link
types for blocks is difficult because such information is
not readily available, and because in principle different
parts of a /24 block could be connected differently (for
example, a router at .1 and the rest of the addresses
with dial-up). Previous work has shown one can often
infer link types from reverse domain names [4,15,25,30].
We build on the work of Thunderping [30], but cannot
reuse their data directly because their classification was
done manually and only for the United States; we wish
to study millions of international blocks. Other data is
also sparse or old, so we identify block-level link types
as follows.

First, we look up the reverse domain name of each
address in each analyzable block. We then use string
matching against pre-defined keywords to non-exclusively
identify features (corresponding to link types, see § 5.5)
for each address. For example, a reverse name of dhcp-
dialup-001.example.com is marked as both DHCP
and dial-up. Each block is therefore defined by a vector
of 256 addresses, each with zero or more features. We
suppress minor features in each block by filtering out
features that are less than 1

15 th of the most frequent
feature. Finally, we label the block with all remaining
features that have non-zero counts.

We consider 16 keywords (sta, dyn, srv, rtr*, gw*,
dhcp, ppp, dsl, dial, cable, ded*, res, client*, sql*, wire-
less*, wifi*). Of these, we discard the seven marked with
asterisks because they are dominant in less than 1000
blocks. These keywords are all English based; future
work should explore non-English networking keywords.

For our 3.7M blocks in dataset A12w , and find that
46.3% of these blocks have some feature (4× more than
Thunderping), and 11.4% have multiple features.

2.4 Factorial Analysis with ANOVA
To quantify the correlation of policies, places, and

technologies on Internet usage, we need to weigh the
factors that relate to network outcomes such as diurnal
address usage and network reliability. While anecdotal
and personal evidence suggests that individuals in some
countries turn off computers at night to save power, we
wish to measure these effects systematically.

To discover correlations between a range of possible
factors and network outcomes we use analysis of vari-
ance or ANOVA, a form of statistical hypothesis test-
ing. It tests the probability (p-value) of a factor or
factors (separately or in combination) being correlated
with an observation. A high p-value indicates that the
factor has little correlation with outcome, while a low
p-value indicates that correlation of the factor and out-
come are unlikely to have been by chance alone. In
practice, p-values less than a threshold (0.05 or 0.01)
are typically considered statistically significant, because
a low p-value (with high probability) rejects the null-
hypothesis: that the input variable(s) and output vari-
able are unrelated.

A full discussion of ANOVA is found in many text-
books (for example, [24]). We use the open source
ANOVA package in R for our analysis.

2.5 Datasets
Our work draws on two active measurements: IPv4

surveys and Trinocular outage measurements.
To validate our results with complete information we

re-evaluate Internet IPv4 surveys [9]. These datasets
have probes to every address in about 2% of IPv4 /24
blocks, taken every 11 minutes for 2 weeks. With com-
plete data for all IPs in the block, surveys provide ground
truth. We primarily use Survey S51w , starting 2012-11-
16. To detect trends over the last three years (Fig-
ure 11), we analyze historical surveys taken since 2010
(Survey S31w ).

Our new estimators to derive short-timescale block
availability and diurnalness are based on data from In-
ternet outage observation. We use outage data collected
from Trinocular [29]. Our analysis here uses the A12w

dataset, taken from Los Angeles, California, USA [35]
and covering 3.7 M Internet edge network blocks over
35 days, starting at 2013-04-24 17:18 UTC. We observe
similar results from two other sites in Fort Collins, Col-
orado, USA, and Keio, Japan.

These datasets are publicly available [34]. We add
new public datasets for link technology (§ 2.3.3) and
our new availability and diurnal analysis.

3. VALIDATION
To validate our new measurement approaches we re-

evaluate Internet surveys (summarized above § 2.5). We
add controlled simulations of diurnal blocks to system-
atically investigate our sensitivity to variation in diurnal
behavior. We also evaluate diurnal detection against
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Figure 1: Block 1.9.21/24 from S51w , a sparse but high
availability block (42 every responding addresses, A =
0.735). Top: raw survey data: green is response, black
is no response. Middle: compares true A (black), short-
term estimate Âs (cyan), operational estimate Âo (dark
blue), and report the number probes per round (red dots
and right axis). An outage occurs at round 957 (the
magenta line). Bottom: amplitude of FFT (Nd = 14),
with no strong diurnal signals.

blocks at USC that are or perhaps should be diurnal.

3.1 Tracking Block Availability
We first validate that we accurately estimate avail-

ability (A), since detection of diurnal blocks uses this
estimate. We show our measure with examples and eval-
uation of all 29k blocks in S51w .

3.1.1 Sample Blocks
To illustrate estimation of Â, we first compare Â to

true A for several representative sample blocks drawn
from Survey S51w (Figures 1 to 3). The survey provides
complete data for all 256 addresses in the block for two
weeks. We use the Trinocular algorithm to downsample
this data, considering from 1 to 15 samples per round
(shown as red dots on the graphs). We apply Trinoc-
ular’s adaptive sampling to consider from 1 to 15 sam-
ples per 11 minute round. We then compare short-term
and operational estimates (Âs and Âo, the cyan and
dark blue lines) and compare them to the true value
(A, the black line) measured from complete data. Full
data is shown in the image above each graph, with light
green dots showing responses and black showing non-
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Figure 2: Block 93.208.233/24 from from S51w ,|E(b)| =
245, A = 0.191. Dense but low availability block.
(Block is non-diurnal, so FFT is omitted.)

responses. We have examined hundreds of blocks; the
examples we show here represent different conditions.

Figure 1 shows a block that is sparse, with only a
few responding addresses (42 active over time), but rel-
atively high availability (A = 0.735). The middle graph
shows that the short-term estimate is noisy around the
true value (the jagged cyan Âs line, compared to the
steady black A line). We also see the operational value
never overestimates once it leaves its inaccurate initial
value (Âo < A, the dark blue line is lower than the black
line). Finally, we detect an outage at round 957.

Figure 2 shows a dense block where nearly all ad-
dresses in use (|E(b)| = 245), but availability is low
(A = 0.191). Again, the short-term estimate tracks
truth reasonably well, but with some noise, and the op-
erational does not exceed the true value. The low avail-
ability of this block means several probes are often used
per round (mean 5.08 probes/round). We conclude that
our approach works on low-availability blocks as well.

Finally, Figure 3 shows a diurnal block. We count 14
“bumps” of A corresponding with the 14-days survey.
The short-term estimate lags the truth slightly (com-
pare cyan Âs to black A) , and the operational value
(Âo) is generally below the worst-case true A.

These samples show that our algorithms track A ac-
curately, as we observe in many other blocks.

3.1.2 Comparison in Full Survey Blocks
To generalize from these examples we next systemat-

ically compare all 29k /24 blocks in Survey S51w . We
apply our availability tracking algorithm with sparse
sampling and estimation to each block and compare to
full data as ground truth.
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Figure 3: Block 27.186.9/24 from S51w , |E(b)| = 256,
A = 0.598. Diurnal block. Bottom: amplitude of FFT
(Nd = 14) showing strong diurnal amplitude.
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Figure 4: Correlation graph showing actual availability
A and estimated availability Âs. Density is normalized
by the product of number of blocks and rounds. Quar-
tiles show As, binned by 0.1A.
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Figure 5: Correlation graph showing actual availability
A and operational availability Âo. Density is normal-
ized by the product of number of blocks and rounds.
Quartiles show Ao, binned by 0.1A.

Figure 4 compares our short-term estimates (Âs) against
ground truth (A) as a density plot. We normalize the
density with the product of number of blocks and num-
ber of rounds. The dense cluster near the “perfect cor-
relation” of x = y line shows this correlation visually.
Over the density plot, we plot the median (white line)
and quartiles for all values in each group of 0.1 true A
(white boxes), confirming our estimator is unbiased.

Figure 5 shows the same visualization for operational
Âo. Our goal is that the operational value not overes-
timate. This data shows our operational Ao values are
almost always (94% of the time) under true A. Since we
do not probe very-sparse blocks, we omit cases where
Âo < 0.1.

Finally, we quantify the accuracy of our estimates
by computing the correlation coefficient over true block
availability A and estimated values. We find good cor-
relation between true A value and estimated Âs with
an overall correlation coefficient of 0.95685.

3.2 Diurnal Blocks
We next consider sample diurnal blocks, then systemat-
ically explore how different factors detect of diurnalness.

3.2.1 Sample Blocks
We first consider what spectral analysis (§ 2.2) re-

ports about our sample blocks. In Figure 1, a few ad-
dresses are always used, and in Figure 2 all addresses
are used intermittently. Both blocks show a flat spec-
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Figure 6: Amplitude of FFT for block 27.186.9/24, in
35-day A12w (Nd = 35); shows strong diurnal pattern.

trum, as illustrated by the bottom graph in Figure 1
(the second example is similar but omitted for space).

By contrast, the daily pattern in Figure 3 is visible
in the raw data (top) and observed Âs (middle). It
produces a strong peak corresponding to daily activity
(bottom graph, here at k = 17). This sample block in
our longer dataset A12w also shows a strong daily peak
in Figure 6 (at k = 35 due to the 35-day observation).

We have looked at many other example blocks; these
cases are representative of diurnal and non-diurnal spec-
tra. We report on diurnalness in A12w in § 4. Of the
3.7M blocks we study in A12w we classify 412k (11%)
as strictly diurnal and 926k blocks (25%) as relaxed di-
urnal.

3.2.2 Controlled Diurnal Blocks with Simulation
We next turn to simulation to systematically study

how easily we can detect diurnalness in the face of dif-
ferent kinds of variation and noise.

We simulate one /24 block (256 addresses) to provide
exact ground truth against which to test our algorithm.
Our simulation evaluates responses every 11-minutes for
4 weeks. In that block, 50 addresses are stable and
always responding, and nd = 100 addresses are diurnal,
and the remaining addresses are not active. Diurnal
addresses are responsive for 8 hours and down for 16
hours each day. Each diurnal address i turns on at a
certain time during the day, the phase φi.

We evaluate the effects of three kinds of variation in
this model. First, we vary phase, selecting φi for each
address (once, at simulation start) uniformly from the
range [0,Φ]. We also add normally-distributed noise,
either adding variance σs to the start time of the up
period, or changing its duration with variance σd. In
both cases, noise is drawn each day for each address.
In each simulation below, we run 10 batches of experi-
ments, each batch with 100 experiments to report accu-
racy: percentage of correct detection of diurnal blocks
within the 100 experiments. The error bars show me-
dian and quartiles in the 10 batches.

For each simulation we observe Âs (§ 2.1) and diurnal
detection (§ 2.2). We detect 100% of these simulated
diurnal blocks in the simplest case when there is no
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Figure 7: Accuracy of diurnal detection when the num-
ber of diurnal behavior addresses (nd) per block varies
from 2% to 67% of responsive addresses (Φ = σs = σd =
0). Data: simulation.

noise (Φ = σs = σd = 0).
Number of diurnal addresses: We first explore

effects of how many addresses are diurnal. In Figure 7,
we vary nd, the number of diurnal addresses, from 1 to
100 (or 2% to 67% of responsive addresses). Our detec-
tion accuracy improves quickly. After 10 addresses (or
17% of responsive addresses), the accuracy is more than
85%. Examination of several cases shows the misses
with nd < 10 are because nd is only a small fraction of
the 50 always-on addresses, and our probing will usually
pick an address within the stable ones and stop.

Varying phase: To vary phase we return to nd =
100 but now select φi randomly, picking a value linearly
distributed between 0 and Φ. to decide when it starts
during the time of each day. Figure 8 shows a sharp
drop when maximum Φ at 14 hours. This sharp thresh-
old is due to the twice next strongest amplitude require-
ment of strict diurnalness; although variations in phase
decay gradually, the signals from different addresses to
blur together around this period, as confirmed in simu-
lations where we vary maximum Φ from 0 to 24 hours
(see Appendix B for details).

Varying duration: We vary duration by changing
σd in Figure 9. We vary σd from 0 to 24 hours to eval-
uate our sensitivity to variations in up-time. We find
that this variance only slightly affects accuracy for large
σd (>10 hours). This is because we synchronize the up
periods daily, similar to real world settings where peo-
ple synchronize clocks and go to work. With a normal
distribution, variations in up-time for the sub-signals
will cancel each other out over time. Considering that
ordinary people’s schedules have variations within only
a few hours, this shows that our algorithm works well
for wide range of up-times.

After studying sensitivity of nd, φ, σd, we are confi-
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Figure 8: Accuracy of diurnal block detection when
maximum Φ of diurnal addresses varies from 0 to 24
hours (nd = 100, σs = σd = 0). Data: simulation.
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Figure 9: Accuracy of diurnal block detection when
standard deviation of uptime duration (σd) varies from
0 to 24 hours (nd = 100,Φ = σs = 0). Data: simula-
tion.

dent with our availability tracking and diurnal detection
algorithms. Because we can track blocks with small nd
(less than 20% of stable addresses), large Φ (typical hu-
man phase is less than 4 hours), and large σd (typical
up time is 6 to 10 hours).

3.2.3 Comparison in Full Survey Blocks
We next evaluate diurnal behavior with and without

estimated A. Following § 3.1.2, we define ground truth
as diurnal detected with true availability (A) taken from
full data in Survey S51w ; we cannot contact thousands
of network operators to get actual ground truth. We
compare that to diurnal computed from our lightweight
estimate of availability (Âs).

The comparison in Table 1 shows that our method
has good precision (82.48%): we rarely falsely predict a
wrong diurnal block. We also provide good overall accu-

outcome dataset

with A with Âo S51w

(correct) d d̂ 2,890 9.97%
n n̂ 23,497 81.02%

(error) d n̂ 1,999 6.89%

n d̂ 614 2.12%

precision: 82.48%; accuracy: 90.99%

Table 1: Validation of diurnal blocks in Survey S51w

(29k blocks), using true availability (A) to compute
ground truth, and Trinocular estimated availability
(Âs) to predict.

racy (90.99%), which represents the ability to correctly
track both positives and negatives. Our measurement is
conservative in detecting diurnalness, with a fairly high
false negative rate. For the comparisons we make in § 5,
this bias seems preferable to false positives.

3.2.4 Validation with USC Ground Truth
Although we cannot contact thousands of network op-

erators, we are able to discuss our results with the op-
erators at USC. We next verify that the diurnal blocks
we discover there are correct (no false positives) and
evaluate completeness (false negatives).

Our experimental results are from A12w , where we
find four strictly diurnal blocks and 44 relaxed diurnal
blocks. We evaluate block usage using both reverse DNS
names and discussions with network operators. USC is
large and network configuration is distributed and done
partially on physical location, so DNS names provide
the most precise information; we then confirm our re-
sults with operators.

Of the four strictly diurnal blocks, two are wireless
blocks with dynamic address assignment. The other
two have mixed use, mostly assigned to general use (as-
signed to buildings or departments). One block includes
a range of 16 dynamically-assigned addresses. Examin-
ing the additional 40 relaxed diurnal blocks, keyword
assignment identifies 20 as dynamic, 4 as wireless, and
the other 16 are general use. In addition to hostnames,
for 39 blocks (2 strong and 37 relaxed diurnal) we have
full raw data from Survey S51w .

False Positives are blocks detected as diurnal when
survey shows consistent availability. Examination of all
39 blocks with full data shows clear diurnal trends in 38
blocks: A changes by at least 10% over multiple days
in the two week survey. DNS data for the one block
without diurnal trends shows a group of 15 dynamic
addresses for mobile wired devices. We believe these
addresses were activated in the four months between
ground truth (S51w ) and detection (A12w ). We con-
clude that there are at most 3% false positives for USC.

False Negatives are diurnal blocks that we miss.
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DNS names at USC identify 32 blocks as dynamic and
142 as wireless, blocks that should show strong diurnal
trends. We identify only 20 dynamic and 6 wireless
blocks as diurnal, suggesting a high false negative rate.

Examination of these blocks shows that USC’s wire-
less is heavily overprovisioned, with 142 blocks (roughly
one wireless address for every student). Although many
addresses in these blocks are active over months of ob-
servation, on average each block has around ten live ad-
dresses, a load confirmed by operators. To avoid exces-
sive per-address probing, by default Trinocular removes
blocks with fewer than 15 active addresses, and it is
difficult to detect diurnal trends in very sparse blocks
(for example, see Figure 7). Thus, of the 142 wire-
less blocks, 119 were excluded from probing. Of the 23
blocks that are probed, we identify 6 as diurnal. We
conclude that diurnal detection requires either moder-
ately dense blocks (more than 15 active addresses) or
tolerance for higher probing rates than 19 probes per
hour per /24. These self-imposed policy constraints re-
sult in false positives for USC’s sparely operated wire-
less network.

Sparse blocks cause only false negatives, not false pos-
itives. We therefore claim that our Internet-wide mea-
surements are a lower-bound on the fraction of diurnal
blocks.

Surprises: We found two surprising results exam-
ining USC. First, while DNS names show a few large,
continuous areas that are diurnal (centralized wireless),
decentralized address management also results in pock-
ets of dynamic addresses in many /24 blocks. These
dynamic addresses result in diurnal trends in otherwise
general-use blocks. Second, while we expected diurnal
usage of wireless and dynamically assigned addresses,
we were surprised by the strong diurnal use in the 16
general-use blocks. We speculate that diurnal use reflect
either broad use of laptop computers that are away from
USC outside business hours, or a policy of turning off
desktop computers at night.

4. DIRECTLY OBSERVED RESULTS
In this section, we show direct observations of diur-

nal blocks in A12w . We compare these observations with
other factors to identify correlations in the next section
§ 5). We find 412k blocks (11%) that are strictly di-
urnal in A12w , and 926k blocks (25%) that are relaxed
diurnal of the 3.7M blocks we measure. These blocks
are distributed all over the address space.

Daily or other periodicity? Our test for diur-
nalness looks strictly for regularity at 24 hours, requir-
ing that to be the strongest periodicity in the block.
We focus on daily patterns because they are likely to
be related to human use of the Internet. There may
be other sources of periodicity, for example related to
DHCP lease cycles. If dynamic addresses are allocated
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Figure 10: Cumulative distribution of the highest fre-
quency in 35-day A12w .

for some period p, and given out sequentially across a
region that spans multiple /24 blocks, then those blocks
will see usage that changes with period p.

To understand the how prominent different periodici-
ties are, Figure 10 shows the distribution of the strongest
frequency for each of the 3.7 M blocks in A12w . As ex-
pected, we observe a strong peak at 1 cycle per day (24
hours), about 25% of all the blocks. We only declare
11% to be strongly diurnal, where the 24-hour ampli-
tude is twice the next strongest frequency; the remain-
ing are relaxed diurnal. The second group (3%) is at
about 4.3 cycles per day. This periodicity is a probing
artifact, because we restart our probing software every
5.5 hours (4.3 times per day) to recover from possible
prober failure. Our measurements starting in 2014-04
(A16all) use restart times around one week to reduce
this effect.

Long-term status: We next consider how block di-
urnalness changes over time. In Figure 11, we apply our
spectral diurnal detection algorithm over more than 3
years of Internet surveys (each a sample of about 2% of
IPv4 blocks). We observe that the percentage of diurnal
blocks is relatively stable, but that it shows a marked
decline since 2012. While we have observed in increas-
ing trend in dynamic address allocation this downward
trend may indicate that these dynamic addresses are
slowly shifting to always-on activity (even if they move
around). These results are generally consistent the 11%
diurnal blocks in A12w .

5. INDIRECTLY OBSERVED RESULTS
We next compare diurnal blocks to other factors: lo-

cation, time-of-day, block allocation dates, economic
factors, and link technologies.

5.1 Where Does the Internet Sleep?
(Locating diurnal blocks)
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Figure 12: Number observable blocks (linear grayscale). Dataset: A12w

Figure 13: Percent of observable blocks that are diurnal. Dataset: A12w .
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Figure 11: Fraction of diurnal blocks from long-term
surveys. Uses 63 datasets, starting with S30w in Dec.
2009, letters indicate location (w: Los Angeles, c: Col-
orado, j: Japan).

Our first question is to identify where diurnal Internet
use is common. We study this question using A12w with
MaxMind geolocation (succeeding for 3.45M of blocks,
93%). We first put our results in context by showing
where the geolocatable blocks are located (Figure 12).
In this world map, we count /24s blocks geolocated into
a 2×2 degree grid. We see large numbers of addresses

in North America and Europe, as well as concentrations
in Japan, China, and several other countries. We also
see some geolocation anomalies: when MaxMind knows
only country, it locates the blocks in the geographic cen-
ter of the country, falsely placing many networks away
from population in Brazil, Russia, and Australia.

Of the 412k strictly diurnal blocks in this dataset,
Figure 13 shows what percentage of blocks in each grid
cell are diurnal. We see significant variation by coun-
try, with very few diurnal blocks in the U.S., western
Europe, and Japan, but many diurnal blocks in Asia,
Eastern Europe, and South America. Table 2 lists the
countries with the most diurnal blocks.

These strong regional differences show the ability of
our approach to identify global trends in Internet usage.
In coming sections we explore how these differences cor-
relate with of a combinations of cultural, policy, and
economic causes.

5.2 When Does the Internet Sleep?
(Phase of Diurnal Blocks)

Amplitude in spectral analysis ofA shows which blocks
are diurnal, and geolocation showed where these blocks
are. We next show that phase in the FFT coefficients
shows when these blocks are active.

We next look at the phase of geolocated diurnal blocks
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country blocks frac. GDP
code region (/24s) diurnal (US$)
AM W. Asia 1075 0.630 5900
GE W. Asia 1395 0.546 6000
BY E. Europe 1748 0.512 15900
CN E. Asia 394244 0.498 9300
PE S. America 4600 0.401 10900
KZ Cent. Asia 3832 0.400 14100
RS S. Europe 4429 0.393 10600
AR S. America 20382 0.339 18400
TH S.E. Asia 10986 0.336 10300
SV Cent. America 1145 0.311 7600
UA E. Europe 16575 0.289 7500
CO S. America 9379 0.261 11000
MY S.E. Asia 9747 0.247 17200
PH S.E. Asia 5721 0.239 4500
IN S. Asia 36470 0.225 3900
MA N. Africa 2115 0.185 5400
BR S. America 79095 0.185 12100
VN S.E. Asia 8197 0.183 3600
ID S.E. Asia 7617 0.166 5100
RU E. Europe 53048 0.159 18000
. . . . . . . . . . . .
US N. America 672104 0.002 50700

Table 2: Fraction of diurnal blocks, top 20 countries
(with at least 1000 blocks in our study), and United
States. Diurnal analysis data is from A12w ; Geolocation
data is from MaxMind [23]; Per-capita GDP data is
from CIA world factbook [5].

region blocks (/24s) frac. diurnal
Northern America 721716 0.002
Southern Africa 11255 0.0108

W. Europe 275224 0.0109
Northern Europe 133911 0.0131

Caribbean 2174 0.016
Oceania 27206 0.0349
W. Asia 25570 0.0765

Northern Africa 9984 0.0992
Southern Europe 134933 0.124
Central America 44644 0.133
Eastern Europe 146552 0.135
Southern Asia 44524 0.200
South America 133493 0.208

South-Eastern Asia 48885 0.219
Eastern Asia 757352 0.279
Central Asia 3832 0.401

Table 3: Fraction of diurnal blocks grouped by regions.
Diurnal analysis data is from A12w ; Geolocation data is
from MaxMind [23].

to see that it correlates strongly with longitude and
therefore timezone. We measure how many blocks oc-
cur at each combination of longitude and phase. Since
both phase and longitude are continuous, we count sim-
ilar blocks by quantizing longitude and phase each into
100 bins (±π and ±180◦). Since both wrap around the
circle, we “unroll” them by plotting phase in the range
[−π + L, π + L], where L is the longitude in radians.

Figure 14a shows a density plot of the 287k geolocat-
able, strictly diurnal blocks in A12w as described above.
We first observe that many blocks at longitude zero have
phase near zero, and longitude and phase are strongly
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Figure 15: Percentage of diurnal blocks in each month,
based on block allocation date. Dataset: 2013 diurnal-
ness: A12w ; block allocation: IANA).

correlated—larger phases correspond with more east-
ward longitudes.

The correlation coefficient of unrolled phase against
longitude is 0.835, showing they are strongly related.
We did not attempt to align phase zero with longitude
zero; their proximity is accidental and calibrating phase
with local time of day is future work.

In Figure 14b we repeat this analysis with 590k blocks
that are relaxed diurnal and geolocatable. The fit here
is not quite as good (correlation coefficient is 0.763),
but it is very close. This strong similarity suggests that
our strict test for diurnal may be overly conservative.

In both Figure 14 we observe that the correlation be-
tween phase and longitude is fairly strong, except for
longitudes between 100◦E to 140◦E. This range corre-
sponds with Mongolia, China and southeast Asia. We
believe this variation is primarily because our IP ge-
olocation is not particularly accurate in China, and be-
cause it is a geographically wide country that uses a
single timezone.

Finally, the relationship between phase and longitude
suggests that phase may help geolocate diurnal blocks.
Figure 14c shows mean and standard deviations when
this mapping is derived from relaxed diurnal data. We
see that the quality of the predictor varies significantly:
a phase from −2 to 0 indicates only the hemisphere,
while most other phases predict longitude within ±20
degrees.

5.3 Correlating Block Diurnalness and Allo-
cation Date

Policies for IP address allocation have evolved since
IPv4 was introduced, with stricter requirements for den-
sity and reuse that encourage dynamic allocation through
full allocation in May 2012 [14]. Prior work has docu-
mented increased dynamic addressing over time [3].

We can see how evolution in policies results in in-
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Figure 14: Comparing phase and longitude. Dataset: A12w .

creased diurnal Internet blocks by correlate the fraction
of diurnal blocks with the date when each /8 block was
allocated to a regional registry by ICANN [13]. We show
this relationship in Figure 15 by plotting a histogram of
how many blocks are currently used diurnally, based on
the date of allocation. The trend is for increased diur-
nal use as allocations proceed, corresponding with more
careful policies in address use. (Linear regression shows
a positive slope of 0.08% per month, with 0.609 cor-
relation coefficient.) Even though the overall fraction
of diurnal blocks shows a slight downward trend (Fig-
ure 11), this data shows that newer blocks are more
often diurnal.

5.4 Effects of Economic Conditions
We hypothesize that economic factors affect Internet

use, since dynamic address assignment and turning de-
vices off at night is more efficient than static or always-
on dynamic assignment and always-on devices, and eco-
nomic factors affect investment in telecommunications
infrastructure. We evaluate these questions next by cor-
relating diurnalness and outages with economic factors.

5.4.1 Correlating Diurnal Blocks with Economics
Why do some countries have a greater fraction of di-

urnal blocks (§ 5.1)? Cultural differences across coun-
tries prompt different rates of savings, and different eco-
nomic situations leave citizens different levels of dispos-
able income. These difference and anecdotal evidence
suggest that people of some countries, such as as China
and India, to turn off their computers at night to save
electricity bills.

Although we cannot directly model cultural differ-
ences, we can observe correlations between disposable
income (measured in per-capita GDP, taken from the
CIA World Factbook [5]) and diurnal network usage.
Table 2 previously gave specific values. Figure 16 vi-
sualizes this correlation, including the weak linear fit
(confidence coefficient: -0.526). The top 20 countries
with diurnal fractions above 0.15 generally have a per-
capita GDP less than USD $15,000, less than one-third
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Figure 16: Scatter plot of diurnalness and per-capita
GDP for all countries, for Table 2, with weak linear fit
(dashed line). Dataset: A12w , CIA.

of the United States. We conclude that economic fac-
tors correlate with differences in Internet use.

Other Possible Factors: GDP is one of many eco-
nomic indicators. To understand correlations with other
factors we carry out ANOVA factorial analysis (§ 2.4)
comparing five factors: per-capita GDP, Internet users
per host, electricity consumption per capita. and age of
first (and mean) block allocation, and fraction of diur-
nal blocks.

Table 4 shows this analysis for all one- and two-factor
combinations. A p-value less than 0.05 suggests a strong
correlation. We find there are three combinations meet
this requirement: per-capita GDP, with p-value of 6.61×
10−8. The second is the combination of per-capita elec-
tricity consumption and mean age of allocation, with
p-value of 0.001476. The third is mean age of alloca-
tion, with a p-value of 0.031354.

The result from ANOVA analysis supports our previ-
ous hypothesis that per-capita GDP is the main factor
for diurnalness, and suggests that electrical usage and
mean allocation age are also correlated. Electricity con-
sumption is correlated with economic activity. Mean
allocation age suggests that newer countries have more
diurnal use, as shown in § 5.3.
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per- p.cpt. I-net age/ mean
capita elec. users/ first age/
gdp cons. host alloc. alloc.

gdp 6.61×10−8 0.306 0.822 0.789 0.995
elec. 0.703 0.609 — 0.00148
users/host 0.0366 0.959 0.849
first alloc. 0.830 —
mean alloc. 0.0314

Table 4: ANOVA analysis of correlations between diur-
nal and individual factors (the diagonal) and pairwise
combinations of factors (off the diagonal). Bold combi-
nations are statistically significant. Dataset: A12w .
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Although ANOVA analysis is powerful, we must take
care that factors not necessarily independent—low GDP
may imply less developed infrastructure and less avail-
able power. Additional work is needed to show a causal
relationship between these (or other) factors and net-
work use. However, our work suggests the potential for
such relationships and is the first to suggest this area
as a direction for study.

5.5 Effects of Access-Link Technology
We next consider correlations between access-link tech-

nology and diurnalness. National policies are often set
to encourage new link technologies and promote always-
on networks. In addition, while such policies and eco-
nomic conditions are difficult for individuals to influ-
ence, users and ISPs often can choose different “last-
mile” methods to connect to the Internet.

We infer link type (§ 2.3.3) for all blocks in A12w ,
classifying 22.4% of those blocks. For these blocks, we
correlate link type with diurnalness. Each of these link
types have more than 30k blocks; we omit the wireless
keyword because we see only 691 wireless/wifi blocks,
not enough to provide statistically strong results.

Figure 17 shows the fraction of diurnal networks for

each different link type. As expected, dynamic ad-
dresses are strongly correlated with diurnal behavior,
with dynamic at 19%. Somewhat surprisingly, dialup
is not strongly diurnal (< 3%), while dsl is more di-
urnal (11%). These results suggest the importance of
measuring network behavior rather than assuming.

6. RELATED WORK
ISP comparison: Several third-party systems exist

to compare performance of ISPs, including Keynote [18],
top ten reviews [18], and the popular speed test tool of-
fered by OOKLA [27]. They share a common drawback:
lack of scalability. Perhaps closest to our work is Net-
diff [22], which measures performance of hundreds of
paths for 18 backbone ISPs. They find that ISP perfor-
mance depends on geographic properties of traffic and
popularity of destinations. Our work is more focused on
nodes instead of paths, and thus complements Netdiff.

Adaptive sampling: Several prior studies have used
adaptive probing techniques to find network faults (for
example, [2]), and use simulations for validation. Sim-
ilar to these, we use adaptive sampling inside network
blocks to achieve accurate availability information (Âs),
with low probing cost.

Node-based studies: Barford et al. use node-based
methods to detect network performance anomalies [1],
with clever weighting algorithms to find which links to
probe next; they simulate 15 types of topologies based
on ns-2. Several other previous studies also use similar
strategies, including Hubble [17] and iPlane [21]. Such
node-based studies are precise in understanding perfor-
mance on link paths between the node mesh. How-
ever, they usually “only” cover hundreds or thousands
of nodes. We complement such systems with a much
larger coverage (3.7M /24 blocks), and with measure-
ments on a regular basis every 11 minutes.

Tomography studies: Network tomography is in-
terested in finding the exact location of problems [6, 7,
11, 19, 20]. We correct for correlated error by removing
outages near our probers. We are interested in tracking
block-level network reachability in the whole Internet
edge, but without exact localization of outages. Our
work and tomography studies can benefit from each
other. Our future work could be more precise by local-
izing problems. Tomography studies can use our system
as a pre-step for finding symptoms.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we develop an accurate adaptive ap-

proach to estimate network block availability over time.
Based on this, we perform the first long-term, wide-
scale analysis of diurnal network behavior and outages.
We also begin to evaluate how policies, economic condi-
tions and technologies affect Internet use in the world.
With statistical ANOVA analysis, we correlate diurnal
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usage and outages to economic factors such as GDP and
power consumption.
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APPENDIX
A. CHECKING STATIONARITY OF AVAIL-

ABILITY TRACKING
To validate the stationarity of blocks we study, we

check all 29,001 blocks in Survey S51w . We do linear
regression on the true availability A, getting a slope per
block. We plot the cumulative distribution of slopes
in Figure 18. We observe that 80.3% of these blocks
are stationary, with a slope equivalent to less than 1
address changes per day. We randomly selected 10 ex-
treme cases with large slopes, and find that they are

 0
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Figure 18: Checking stationarity of all blocks in Sur-
vey S51w , showing the slope of linear regression on true
availability A.

mostly due to a period of no data, or a sudden change
of availability which is most likely a repurpose of the
block. Because blocks are randomly selected, this ex-
periment means that most Internet blocks are behaving
in a stationary manner, thus our FFT analysis is not
distorted by non-stationarity.

B. EFFECT OF MAXIMUM PHASE
To verify the effect of phase on our ability to de-

tect diurnal blocks, we vary the maximum phase Φ in
our simulations. We believe with a large Φ, many sub-
signals (each with varying phases) form a smoothed
combined signal, and is hard to detect. We plot and
confirm this effect varying maximum Φ from 0 to 24
hours. In Table 5, we observe that at Φ = 14 hours, the
combined signal starts to smooth out, without strong
diurnal patterns. Note that human phase behavior is
usually within a few hours, in which cases we are able
to detect diurnal blocks correctly.
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Φ raw As FFT Φ raw As FFT
(hrs) (hrs)

0 13

1 14

2 15

3 16

4 17

5 18

6 19

7 20

8 21

9 22

10 23

11 24

12

Table 5: Vary maximum phase Φ, showing the effect of phase on diurnal block detection.
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